
Willis ushers in a new era of proactive and strategic risk
management decision-making with Willis DataWize,SM

powered by Riskonnect.® Willis DataWize is an innovative,
enterprise-class risk management information system
(RMIS) available to Willis North America clients – scalable
for organizations of any size and budget. The Willis DataWize
platform can help drive down the total cost of risk in
dramatically new ways that go well beyond typical RMIS
capabilities.

The Willis DataWize system provides the tools to turn data into actionable information. As
you would expect in a RMIS structure, it will track all loss, exposure and insurance policy
data. The Willis DataWize difference is in its single cloud computing platform that has
revolutionized the modern computing paradigm:

� Seamless upgrades with no added costs or disruption
� Easy “on-the-fly” configuration vs. system redesign
� Speed to value: implementation in one-third the time
� Scalability from simple to custom
� Speed: 100M transactions, sub-second speed
� Requires no infrastructure investment or maintenance

The system brings greater speed,
efficiency and integrity to the loss
control, claim and placement
processes. It can also identify trends
and measure outcomes that deliver
meaningful cost savings to the client.
Willis DataWize features dashboards,
scorecards, automatic alerts,
report scheduler/bursting and a
cost allocation system that
incorporates sophisticated
modeling and analytics
capabilities. It also uses intuitive
point-and-click drill downs,
allowing clients to easily
navigate and organize their data
– all designed to achieve
sustainable, measurable
improvements to the entire
risk management process.

DATA + WISDOM = DATAWIZE

SM



For global organizations with complex needs and requirements,
Willis DataWize is a seamless, powerful addition to Willis’
intellectual capital, best practices and industry specialization.
Recognizing that the risk management market demands flexible
solutions, Willis DataWize offers unique configurations,
workflows, business rules and best practices to solve the most
complex risk management challenges.

While the system is scalable to meet the requirements of
the most demanding global enterprises, it can be
configured to meet the needs of small-to-medium-sized
businesses as well.

Willis DataWize is supported by the Willis Strategic
Outcomes Practice, the claim, loss control and data
analytics consulting services of Willis North America.
When competitively packaged with Willis’ consulting
services, Willis DataWize can help risk management
departments of every size achieve better overall results.

Your Willis Client Advocate® will guide you through the options available. Once you’ve selected the service and fee
options right for your needs, you and your Willis team can put Willis DataWize to work helping your organization make
wiser business decisions.

CONTACT
For more information, please contact your Willis Client Advocate or visit our website at www.willisdatawize.com.

Willis DataWizeSM is a service mark of Willis North America Inc.

http://www.willisdatawize.com

